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Sample Manuscript for the ISSCC 2017 

[Placeholder for Author List] 

[Placeholder for Affiliations] 

The ISSCC decided to switch to a double-blind review system for 2017, since this approach has emerged 

as the best known practice for highly competitive publication venues. In a single-blind review, the identities 

of the reviewers are withheld and not revealed to the authors. In a double -blind process, the identities of the 

authors are also withheld and not revealed to the reviewers. The double-blind process is expected to 

eliminate any bias (positive or negative) that the reviewers may have due to their personal knowledge of 

the authors or their affiliations. The interested author is referred to [1] for a discussion o n the merits of a 

double-blind review. 

For the double-blind review process to be effective, the authors must refrain from including any information 

in their submissions that may reveal their identities. This sample manuscript describes how to format a 

manuscript in compliance with the double-blind review process. 

When discussing to your own previous work using a reference, you need to refrain from referring to the 

paper as “our previous work” or “we showed previously”. Simply refer to your own previous work as it would 

be done by someone else. For example, it is acceptable to write “Previous work [2] shows...” When 

referring to your own submitted work, which you must cite in your manuscript, you need to withheld the 

author names in the references. For an example of this, see the entry for [3] in the reference section. 

Please do not refer to patents in your submission. You can add references to patents back once the paper 

is accepted. 

Figs. 1-3 shows examples of figures that are not acceptable for the double-blind review process. Fig.1 

reveals the author affiliation through the chip label. Fig. 2 reveals the author names and affiliations through 

labels on the printed circuit board. Fig. 3 reveals the author ’s affiliation and first name through logos on the 
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die photo. Any such labels and logos must be properly blocked for the review process and shown in the 

example of Fig. 4. You can unblock the logos once the paper is accepted.  

We strongly encourage you to include a comparison table as one of the figures (see Fig. 5 for an example). 

Tables count, and are labeled, as figures. In such a comparison table, you may cite your own work as 

already discussed above. The citation/discussion must be be worded as it was done by someone else.  

Fig. 6 shows an example of figure that is much too busy and will be nearly unreadable in the printed digest. 

Keep in mind that up to six figures will be placed on a single digest page, requiring that each illustration will 

be shrunk to fit within about 3.6 inches x 3.6 inches. Fig. 7 shows what Fig. 6 would look like after sizing it 

to fit the digest. 

Fig. 7 is the last figure of the main manuscript. Figs. 1-6 will be printed in the digest. Fig. 7 will be included 

only in the electronic version of your paper (DVD, IEEEXplore, etc.). You may  include up to three 

supplementary figures as shown. You must refer to the first seven figures in the manuscript text, but you 

should NOT refer to the supplementary figures. These figures are stand-alone and can be explained using 

an extended caption (up to four sentences) as exemplified below.  

In addition to the manuscript text file and the figure file, you must also submit an abstract on the submission 

website (max. 500 characters including spaces). Make sure that the abstract also complies with the 

guidelines explained above; i.e., be sure that the wording does not establish a direct link to some of your 

(known) prior work. 

As part of your submission, you must also disclose all material that falls under the pre -publication category, 

as identified in the call for papers. Such material includes for example data sheets and related work that is 

presently under review. These supplements do not need to be anonymized. The program committee will 

evaluate these documents and perform a final pre-publication check only after your paper has been 

selected. In case of a violation of the pre-publication rules, the submission may be withdrawn from the 
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acceptance list. In addition to the final (manual) pre-publication check, all submissions will be subjected to 

an initial software-based plagiarism check. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Aliquam quis enim faucibus risus congue feugiat at 

rutrum purus. Integer scelerisque auctor magna ac pellentesque. Etiam gravida, dui ac tempor vestibulum, 

eros erat ullamcorper augue, sed viverra orci mauris eget erat. Curabitur malesuada viverra nunc eget 

viverra. Etiam metus justo, accumsan posuere gravida a, eleifend in odio. Cras ligula lectus, fringilla nec 

rhoncus a, pellentesque et tortor. Integer vel fermentum ligula. Duis aliquam, felis a consequat ullamcorper, 

magna tortor laoreet dolor, vel interdum eros enim eget eros. Vivamus vestibulum suscipit sapien vitae 

ullamcorper. Vivamus malesuada sem in metus molestie aliquam. Praesent auctor, neque in sagittis 

tincidunt, tellus ligula imperdiet ipsum, a egestas purus dolor eu arcu. Fusce ut metus eget urna placerat 

cursus. 

Ut lacinia commodo neque a malesuada. Pellentesque venenatis feugiat lorem id congue. Integer dolor 

magna, fringilla sit amet vulputate ut, malesuada sed nunc. Nunc dictum massa ut felis aliquet tempus. Sed 

et sapien enim. Fusce vulputate tortor eu leo pulvinar vel congue enim eleifend. Sed mattis lobortis dui sed 

porta. 

Quisque hendrerit risus id felis molestie hendrerit. Nullam quam nisi, vulputate a convallis ac, accumsan eu 

tellus. Nullam pharetra enim aliquet metus consequat eu feugiat lorem fermentum. Donec ut quam lacus, 

ac dapibus arcu. Mauris eget tellus massa, eget feugiat tellus. Duis tincidunt venenatis lacus eget fringilla. 

Ut dui nisi, lacinia ut eleifend a, rutrum in velit. 

Ut dictum congue sollicitudin. Integer orci nisi, blandit vitae aliquam at, viverra quis tortor. Quisque semper, 

mauris a euismod cursus, tellus est molestie velit, sit amet elementum lorem magna at eros. Sed impe rdiet 

suscipit neque vitae volutpat. Suspendisse ac orci sit amet leo vulputate eleifend non sit amet libero. Donec 

metus lacus, hendrerit ut luctus non, fermentum eget dolor. Sed vitae magna dolor. Donec sed hendrerit 

diam. Integer mattis, neque et rhoncus scelerisque, nisl sem aliquet nisl, ac imperdiet diam erat et nisi. 
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Cras non condimentum lectus. Mauris justo tellus, ornare eu volutpat id, posuere quis velit. Pellentesque 

venenatis adipiscing tortor, et dapibus nibh molestie id. Phasellus consectetur magna eget purus varius a 

semper ante vestibulum. Aliquam vel dolor quis ligula luctus lacinia. Fusce nunc est, porta eget ultricies ac, 

sagittis molestie erat. 

Cras et porttitor orci. Proin imperdiet magna non felis tempus luctus id ut elit. Vestibulum luctus nulla vel 

neque hendrerit malesuada. Sed porttitor purus in lacus volutpat id volutpat magna lobortis. Pellentesque 

habitant morbi tristique senectus et netus. 
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[Figure section -- to be submitted as a separate PDF file] 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: An example of an unacceptable figure (it reveals author information).  
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Fig. 2: An example of an unacceptable figure (it reveals author information).  
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Fig. 3: An example of an unacceptable figure (it reveals author information).  
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Fig. 4: Example of a properly modified die photo with blocked logos. The logos can be un -blocked once the 

paper is accepted.  
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Fig. 5. Performance summary and comparison to prior works. 
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Fig. 6. Example of a figure that is much too crowded. 
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Fig. 7. This is the (approximate) size at which Fig. 6 will appear in the digest. 
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Fig. S1. You are strongly encouraged to include a figure that describes your measurement/evaluation setup 

(example by Katayama et al., ISSCC 2016 demo session). This will add to the credibility of your measured 

results and will prevent the program committee from speculating about how your outstanding results were 

measured.   
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Fig. S2. Some other supplementary figure. 
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Fig. S3. Some other supplementary figure. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 


